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SECTION i - INTRODUCTION
This document describes the magnetic tape version of the ultraviolet
photometry of 531 stars observed with the Wisconsin Experiment Package aboard
the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (OAO 2). The data were obtained with
medium band interference filters and have been reduced to a uniform magnitude
system. They represent a subset of partially reduced data currently on file
at the National Space Science Data Center and described in NSSDC/WDC-A
document 74-02.
The ultraviolet magnitudes contained in the tape file have bee.. published by
Code, Holm and Bottemiller (1980). While the published tables contain eleven
tabulated magnitudes, the tape file includes data for a twelfth filter (S2F2
at 2945 A).
Although this document is intended to enable users of the tape file to read
and process the data without problems or guesswork, the reference publication
should always be consulted for technical details concerning the observations,
instrumentation limitations and interpretation of the data. A copy of this
document should be distributed with any machine-readable version of these
OAO 2 photometric data.
Reference
Code, A. D., Holm, A. V., and Bottemiller, R. L. 1980, Astrophys. J. Suppl.
43, 501.
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SECTION 2 - TAPE CONTENTS
A byte-by-byte description of the contents of the logical records in the tape
file is given in Table 1. The suggested format specifications can be modified
depending upon usage, but care must be exercised when using integer and real
format specifications in place of character (A) formats because many data
fields contain blanks when data are absent. Also, since magnitudes and colors
can have zero values, it is suggested that the records be read as characters
or buffered in and magnitude fields tested for blanks (or decimal points)
before processing. Alternate format specifications are given in parentheses.
Table 1. Ta1Deg2L%SLtU 0A0 2F hotometry
Suggested
	
Byte(s)	 Description	 Format
	
1- 6	 Henry Draper Catalogue (HD) number	 16
(blank if not present)
	
7- 9	 Additional HD number in the form /X	 A3
or /XX if > 1 HD star included in
observations otherwise blank
	
10- 13	 Number (BS - HR) in the Yale Catalogue	 14
of Bright Stars (Hoffleit 1964)
(blank if not present)
	
14- 16
	
Additional HR number in the form /X	 A3
or /XX if > 1 HR star included in
observations otherwise blank
	
17- 24	 Name of star	 2A4 (A8)
	
25- 37	 Spectral type from miscellaneous sources	 11A1 (2A4,A3)
25-26 luminosity class for Mt. Wilson
types; W in byte 26 for W-R types
27-30 temperature class and subclass
(generally uniform except that
Q will be found for
HD174107 - V603 Aql; N and C for
W-R types)
31-37 additional spectral-type informa-
tions e.g., luminosity classes,
abundance indicators, emission
(e) and peculiar (p) symbols, and
additional components (e.g. + dG5)
>
2-1
^}d_1. (continued)
Suggested
Byte(s)
	 Description
	 Format
38- 42 V or my
 from various sources ( data pre-
sent for all stars, but magnitudes of
lower accuracy are indicated by reporting
data to 1 or 0 . 1 maq only, in which case
higher accuracy places are blank, e.g.,
9.	 ,	 9.1	 )
43- 47 B-V from various sources ( blank if no
data)
48- 52 U-B from various sources ( blank if no
data)
53- 54 Reference codes for spectral types and
photometry ( see Table 2)
55- 60 Remarks codes.
	 The remarks
 are repro-
duced from the paper of Code, Holm and
Bottemiller ( 1980) in Table 3.
	 Codes
are for remarks pertaining to:
	 D for
visual double or multiple system, SB
for spectroscopic binary, V for variable,
and ; for miscellaneous remarks.
61- 65 Magnitude at 4250 A
All ultraviolet magnitude fields are
blank if no data are present
66 Colon (:) for uncertain data
67- 71 Magnitude at 3320 A
72 Colon (:) for uncertain data
73- 77 Magnitude at 2980 A
78 Colon 0) for uncertain data
79- 83 Magnitude at 2945 A
84 Colon 0) for uncertain data
85- 89 Magnitude at 2460 A
90 Colon (:) for uncertain data
91- 95 Magnitude at 2380 A
96 Colon 0) for uncertain data
2-2
F5.2
F5.2
F5.2
A2
A6
F5.2
Al
F5.2
Al
F5.2
Al
F5.2
Table 1. (continued)
Suggested
Byte(s)	 Description	 Format
97-101 Magnitude at 2035 A F5.2
102 Colon (:) for uncertain data Al
103-107 Magnitude at 1910 A P5.2
108 Colon (:) for uncertain data Al
109-113 Magnitude at 1680 A F5.2
114 Colon (:) for uncertain data Al
115-119 Magnitude at 1550 A F5.2
120 Colon 0) for uncertain data Al
121-125 Magnitude at 1430 A F5.2
126 Colon (:) for uncertain data Al
127-131 Magnitude at 1330 A F5.2
132 Colon 0) for uncertain data Al
2-3
2. Raferancaa for Cedes in Hvtaa S1-S2
Spectral Types (byte 51) 	 UBV Photometry (byte 52)
1. Morgan and Keenan 1973 A. Johnson at a2. 1966
2. Johnson and Morgan 1953 H. Cousins 1971
3. Hiltner, Garrison and Schild 1969 C. Johnson and Morgan 1953
4. Lash 1968 D. Cruz-Gonzflez at a1. 1974
S. Cruz-Gonzilez at a1. 1972 E. Jaschek at a1. 1972
6. Jaschek at a1. 1972 F. Berger and Greenstein 1963
7. Berger and Greenstein 1963 O. See Remarks for source
S. Greenstein and Eggen 1966
9. Joy 1956
0. See Remarks for source
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BD 139-31111 2. B8+B8.5 and lam -133.
XD 432. -Variable type 8 Sot. A -OA6 taag. Tear obaarva-
does ware obtsiaed at ID 2,441,099.51, ID 2,4-11,099.61. ID
2.441.14177, and ID 2,441,142.64.
ND 886,-Variable type PC. A -0.07 map Maas UV mapi-
tndr.
ND 111I.-Variable wpe ED. A -0.15 r, a6. Teie obaer-Ation
obtained at ♦ -0.70 and JD 2,441,442.811
ND /312.-IDS. Am(AC)-4.8.
MD 3169.-ADS 513. Am(Ab)-416 and SP(B)-FO V. 3369
AisaSB2.BS+B5 and .l..t-3.i,:.
HD 4614.-ADS 671. 8A.(AB)-4.07, Am(AH)-3.0, and
SP(B)-dMO.
HD 4727. -SB 2. B5 + U and	 ) 76.
HD 3394 -Protc, ,ype yC va , :, It, A -1.4 mag. Than magni-
tudes represent a mean of ons observatcs on ID 2,440,763, three
observation, P: T 2,441.142, one obaer.,.tion on ID2,441,338,
acid ors observation on JD 2.441,435. Their tr. no strong indica-
tion of UV variability.
NO 9737.-Tba UV variability reported for this star by
Dernacca sad Molnar 1972 disappears when the obomations am
anrrected for optical degradation.
HD d s +8. - Variable type EA?. A-0.08  map There magni-
tudes represent a mean of observations obtained at #-0.09, 0.14,
and 0.64.
ND 10781.-Variable type aCVn. A-022 map The OAO
observations were obtained at # ,-0.34.0.45,0.49. O.N, C.52.0.54,
and 0.57.
HD 11161.-SB 2. A6+A6 and Am-1.19.
HD 13174.-IDS. Am(AB)-3.6, Am(AC)-2.6, and SP(B)-
F2.
ND 13080.-ADS 1860. dm(AB)-2.25, Om(AB-C)-3.89,
SF(B) - FS, and SP(C) - dG4. ADS 1860 A is a variable of type
*CVo. A-0.03 ma8. The magnitudes reported here are for `-
0-35, ultraviolet mat(jmum. The /legradation corrections for the
magnitudes a' 1550 A and 1430 A were detind from A2 scan.
ND 16582.-Variable type #C. A -0.06 mall. This observation
obtained at 1D 2,441,155.848.
ND 1861113.-IDS. 4m(AB)-1.11 and SP(B)-A2. The vis-
ual binary is also a spectroscopic binary.
ND 11191.-ADS 2344. Am(AB)-4.3.
ND 1/433.-ADS 2560. Am(AB)-4.6.
HD 11641.-/DS 2579. Am(AB)-3.84.
ND 13188. -Double from lunar occultation. am - 2.02.
ND 23302.-[rouble from lunar occultation. amt 1.0.
ND 1333&-IDS. Am(AD)-3.7.
HD 13401.-IDS. 4m(AC)-3.9.
HD 13830.-ADS 2786. Om(AB)-1.68.
HD 23862. - BU Tau. Variable type y C. A - 0.4 mat. This
obsmation was obtained at JD 2,441,153.08.
ND 24334.-Variable type yC. A-0.6 map These observa-
tions were obtained at JD 2.440.259.90 and JD 2.441.394.07.
There is so indication of UV variability from these obsmations.
ND 2696317tt-0 2 FA-ADS 3093. Am(AB)-SAO, Am(BC)
-1.6, Am(ft)-2.5, Am(Bb)-2.8, SP(C)-4144.3s. T►e magsi-
VA" np so- ft 40 Fri B alone ere the avmp of one *boom
doa offrt to exclude ADS 3093A with two observations nor-
reatad to remove the contribution of ADS 3093A. No corrections
ware trade for comnents C, a. and b.
ND 2697(k-o"  FA D - ADS 30938. A W BA) - - 5.09,
Am(BC)-1.6, Om(BA)-2.5, Am(Bb)-2.8, SP(A)-KI V, and
SF(C)-dM4.5e. Two of the three observations averaged bm
iacluded ADS 3093A (HR 1325) in the field of view. Corrections
were made to remove the contribution of ADS 3093A, but no
corrections were made for components C. a. and b.
ND 27290.-VariableVariable typo d Sct?. A -0.06 mag. This observa-
t ion was obtained at ID 2,441,510.13.
HD 17176.-Visual double? Am(AB)- 1.0? Duplicity doubt-
ful (Jeffers et al. 1%3).
HD 19119 -Variable type Lb. A -0.20 map This observation
was obtained at JD 2,440,262.97.
ND 31964. - Variable type EA. A -1.04 mall. This observation
was obtained at JD 2,441,220.46 (1-0.57).
XD j2343/37.-IDS. Am(AD)-1.0 and SP(b)-SGS.
HD 11949 -ADS 3800. Am (AB) - 2.9.
HD 34019.-SB2. 03 111+GO III and 6m-0.25.
XD 14078.-ADS 3843. Am(AR)-3.3.ADS 3843 A is a varia-
ble of type Ito. A-0.7 mag. These magnitudes represent a can
of observations obtained at ID 2,440,834.77, JD 2,440,83718, and
JD 2,441,035.84.
ND 13149.-ADS 3%2. 9m(AB)-2.19 and SP(B)-B3 Va.
ND 35411.- ADS 4002. Am(AB)-1.39. ADS 4002A is a SB2.
BI V+82: and 6m-0.47, It is also a variable of type ED.
A-0.21 map The OAO measurements were obtained at ID
2,440,264.98, ID 2,440,284.90, and 1D 2,440,284.98.
ND 33439.-IDS. 25 Ori is component C. Am(CA)-3.4,
Am(CB)-3.6, SP(A)-A. and SP(B)-AO.
HD ,4.567/.-ADS 4038. Am(AB)-4.8 and SP(B)- F8 V.
HD 33911.-ADS 4072. &m(AB)-1.5. ADS 4072 A is LY
Aur, an ED type variable. A-0.67 mag. These magnitudes were
obtained at #-0.40, 0.42, and 0.54. Cruz-Gottralet et al. 1974
five V-7.30 after correction for the companion.
ND 16483/6.-ADS 4134. dm(AC)-4.62 and SPCC)-82 V.
HD 36391.-ADS 4141. Am(AB)-4.5.
HD 36861/2.-ADS 4179. 6m(AB) - 2.02 and SP(B) -
D0.5 V.
ND 37010141.-ADS 4186 end ADS 4188 (whose compo.
seats are distinguished here by primes). ADS 4186 C has the
spectral type O6e4p and is used here as the reference star.
A-(CA)- 1.59, Om(CB)-2.83, Am(CD)-1.37. Am(CA) -
-0.05, &m(CB)-1.26, Om(CC)-2.5, SP(A)-BO.5 Vp, SP(B)-
B3, SP(D)-80.5 Vp, SP(A)-C9.5 Vp, SP(B')-BO.S V. ADS
4196A is I t Ori A, an EA variable with A -1.0 msg. ADS 4186 is
SM On, an EA variable with A -0.7 map
ND 37013.-ADS 4193. Am(AB)-4.33 and SP(B)-B8. ADS
4193A is a SB2.06.5+08.3 and Om-1.99.
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HD J7202. -Variable type yC. A -0.13 mat. OAO observe•
tions were obtained at 1D 2,440,261.51. 1D 2.440.261.64, 1D
2,440,436.51, 1D 2,441,034.17. '7 2,441,034.24, 1D 2,441,034.31,
and JD 2,441,039.39.
HD J7468,-ADS 4241. Om(AB)-2.0, Am(AB-C)-3.03,
Am(AB - D)- 2.16, d m(AB - E)- 2.89, SP(C) - A2 V, SP(D) - B2
V:, and SP(E) - 82 Vp.
ND J7742/J.-ADS 4263. om(AB)-2.11 and SP(B)-BO III.
HD J790J.-This photometry includes a portion of the H a
region NOC 2023.
NO 18392/1-ADS 4334. Am(AB) -2.53
 
and SP(9) -K2 V.
HD 3980/.-Variable type SRc. A-0.81 me& This observa-
tion was obtained at JD 2,410,263.94.
HD 40183.-Variable type EA. A-0.09 mag. These observa.
tions were obtained at 1D 2,441,397.76, JD 2,441,397.83, 1D
2,441,391.04. and JD 2,441,398.95. SB2. A2 IV and Om-0.13.
HD 40312.-ADS 4566.1m(AB)-4.51 and SP(B)-O.
ND 41087.-
 ADS 4731. Am(AB)-4.1.
ND 41913.-Vanable type EB. A-0.23 mag. OAO observa-
tions were obtained at p-0.40, 0.52, and 0.61
ND 44743.-Variable type OC. A-0.07 mag. These observa.
tions wen obtained at JD 2,440,263.55, JD 2,440,265.82, and JD
2,441,023.02.
NO 41542.-ADS 5103. Am(A-BC)-3.79 and SP(BC)-
A2 V.
HD 41346.-IDS. dm(AB)-4.2 and Am(AC)-42
HD 4572517.-ADS 3107. 4m(AB)-0.46, Am(AC) -0.82,
and SP(B)-B3.
ND 439/Q-Probable mass exchange binary. A-0.28 mug.
SB 2. Bann+SKO This observation was obtained on JD
2,440,497.29.
HD 4615Q-ADS 5165. Am(AC)-5.0. dm(AL)-2.7, and
SP(E)-92 V. This photometry includes a portion of the H a
region NOC 2237-9.
ND 4632&-Variable type "QC". A -0.06 mag. This observa-
Gon was obtained at JD 2,441,175.08.
HD 47129.-S9 2. 08fi08 and Lm-0.71,
HD 478J9.-ADS 5322, ADS 3325 (whose components are
distinguished here by primes), and 1 952. ADS 5322A is the
brightest component and is used hen as the reference star.
Am(AB)-3.03, dm(AD)-5.0, 6.m(AF)-3.Q dm(AK)-33,
4m(A-,J)-3.5, Am(Ad)-3.0. Am(AA')-4.23, and SP(B)-B7.
ADS 5322i, is S Mon. a Variable of type W. A -0.4 oug. These
observattoas were obtained at 1D 2,440,501.89, JD 2,440.874.19,
and 1D 2,441,412.11.
ND 50177.-Variable type Le. A -0.21 me& This obwrvatioo
was obtained at JD 2,441,606.54.
HD 50896. -Variable type ET. A -0.01 me& The observations
of this star have been described is Holm and CawneW 1977,
HD 52877.-Variable type U. A-0.06 mag. This observation
was obtained at JD 2,441,606.75.
9D 5370516. -IDS. Am(AB)-1.29, Om(AC)-3.13, SP(B)-
KO V. and SP(C)-K5 V.
ND 56JJ9. - Variable type yC. A - 0.22 mag. This observation
was obu"W at JD 2,441,421.09.
ND 56986.-ADS 5913. Om(AB)-4.63 and SP(B)-dK6.
ND 57061.-ADS 9177. Am(AD)-3.7.
ND 5833Q-IDS. Am(AB)-4.5 and Si1(5) -AO.
ND 6824.1173.-I13S. Am(AB)-144 and SPM) -BI V. HD
68273 is a SB 209 I +WC9 and Am-1.4 with the 091 compo.
ant being the bngbter (Conti and Smith 1972).
ND 68351. -BM Cue. Variable type aCVo. A -0.12 me& The
OAO 2 observations were obuind at ♦ -0.38, 0.16, and 0.90.
HD 60457.-ADS 6680. Am(AB) -3.7 and Am(AC) -4.03.
ND 709)Q-IDS. Om(AB)-1.4.
ND 74191-IDS. Am(AB)-4113.
NO 7831&- Variable type aCV& A-OAS me& Tbm ob•
servadons were obuined at #-0.24 and 0.27.
ND 78118,-1133. em(AB) -3.1 and Ax(AQ-4.3.
HD 81809-IDS. Am(AB)-0.9.
HD 88130 -IDS. Am(AB)-2.2 and Om(AC)-3.3.
HD 91461. -Vanable type yC. A-0.17 mag. Thu obervatioe
was obtained at JD 2,440,791.92.
HD 101435. -IDS. 0 m(AB) -1.82, 0 m(AC) - 3.72, Sf (B) - B2
Illne, and SPCC) -89. 6 Con is a variable of type yC with
A-0.14 me& The magaftuda given hen are means from
observations at JD 2,440,915.51, JD 2,441,524.26, and JD
2,441,324.33.
HD 10890.1125. -IDS. dm(AB)-4.79 and SP(B)-A2
HD 11 1121-interferemetric double. Om-2.9. Varisb;a type
PC. A-0.06 mag. These observations were obtained at ID
2,440.413. 10, JD 2,440,986.89, and 1D 2,440,987.03.
HD 112412/3. -ADS 8706. dm(AB)-2.71 and SP(B)-FO V.
ADS 8706A is the prototype aCV variable with A -0.03 me& The
data presented here are from 0-0.0.
HD 113001. -ADS 8734. lm(A8)-0.6 and SP(B)-09.
HO 11665&--SB2. B2V+B2V and Am-1.49. (Sm-2.0
according to Herbison-Evans el a1. 1971). Variable type "EIXAC)"
with A-0.07 me& These observations were obtained at JD
2,440,233.29, 1D 2,440,255.04, and 1D 2,440,359.61.
HD 118716.-Variable type PC. A -0.01 m*& These observa.
tions were obtained at JD 2,440,105.96 and JD 2,440,917.25.
HD 120324.-Variable type yC with A-0.5 rang. This star
was observed by OAO 2 owe on JD 2.440.323, three times on JD
2,440.807, once on JD 2,441,178, owe on JD 2,441,179, and twigs
on JD 2.441,180
HD 120709/10.- IDS. Om(AB)-1.38 and SP(B)-B8 V.
HD 121261.-SB2. Am-0.5.
HD 122451. -IDS. Am(AB)-32.
HD 123823. - V761 Can - Bidelman s behum vMabk. A -0.05
me&. These magnitudes represent a man of observatwas ob-
tained throughout period. The spectral type varies from B2 V to
87 IV (Jaschek et al. 1%8). The W energy distribution is
compatible with the earlier spectral type (Molnar 1974
HD 12:162. - Vanable type d Set. A-0.03 mag. Thew
observations were obtained at JD Z441,135.1 1. JD 2,441.135. 111,
JD 2,441,135.26, 1D 2.441.135.33, JD 2,441,135.73, and JD
2,441,135.81.
HD 118620/1. -IDS. Am(AB)-1.34 and SP(B)-KO V.
HD 129056. - Variable type @C. A m 0.03 me& This observa.
tion was obtained at 1D 2,440.815.35.
HD 119926. -ADS
 
9375. Am(AB)-1.98 and SP(B)-dF9.
HD 133029.-ADS 9477. Am(AB)-3.19. ADS %77A is BX
Boo, a variable of type aCVn. A -0.08 wag. Thus magnitudes
are a mean of observations at JD 2,441,271.07, JO 2,441,271.14,
and JD 2,441,271.91.
HD 133935. -IDS. &m(AB)-0.3.
HD 133240. -The photometry is contaminated by HD 135160
(BO.SV, V-5.73).
NO 13629&-Variable type OC with A-OA3 mag. The OAO
2 observations went: obtained at JD 2,440.989.83, JD 2,441,182.17,
JD 2,441,182.24, and JD 2,441,182.32.
HD 136501. -IDS. Am(AB)-1.7. SS 2.
ND 138485.-Variable type 7. This observatioe war obtained
at JD 2,440.312.27.
ND l3869f1 -1138. Om(AB)-OA.
HD 138749. -IDS. Om(All )- I.S.
HD 141527 - Prototype R CrB variable with A -9 mug. This
observation war obWmW at JD 2.441,201.79.
ND 142114. -ADS 9823, Om(AB)-213.
ND 142184.- Variable type 7. The OAO 2 observatsonr ware
obtained at JD 2,440,316.87 and 1D 2,440.997.72.
HD 142883. -Variable type OC?. A -0.014 mag. These magi.
tudes represent a maaa of observations at JD 2,440.316.73, JD
2,440,124.82. JD 2,44W.55, and JD 2.440.997.62
ND 14298,83.-PX Lib. VaniaMa typo yC wi* A -0.17 mug,
Theas magnitudes represent a o.0 of obesrvauns as JD
2.440.316.16 and JD 2.440.311.86.
2-6
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ND 13011-313 2. 81 V+112 and Am-11.
ND 111111-IDS. dm(AB)-4.23 and SP(B)-A3 Ve.
HD 143271-late ferometrie double. Am-1.9.
ND 141761. -IDS. Am(AB) -31.
ND 144217/1-ADS 9913. Am(AQ-2.29 and SP(C)-32 V.
ADS 9913A is a SB 2. 110.5V +111 noel Am-1.26.
ND 145501/1-ADS 9951. Am(AB)-2.3, Am(AB -CD)-
215, MIS)-39p, SP(C)-B8 V. and SP(D)-H9 Vp.
ND 147163.-Variable type AC with A-0.12 map these
ryoba dm wens obtained at ID 2,440,308.86 and JD
2,440.317.43.
ND 147931/4.-ADS 10049. Am(AB)-0.43, Am(AC)-168,
Am(AD)-1.7, Am(AE)-2.9, SP(B)-B2 V, SPCC)-B6 V, and
SP(D)-as V.
HD 148184.-Variable type yC with A -0.82 mag. These
magnitudes arc the mean of one observation at ID 2,440,317.84
and 47 observations obtained between JD 2.440,822.87 and ID
2,440,829.42.
ND 148688.-IDS. Am(AC)-4J.
ND 150261. -Variable type EA. A -1.1 mall. This photometry
was obtained at 1D 2,441.217.12 (4-0.22). Source of spectral
type and visual magnitude is KWmA in et al. (1%9).
NO 150680 -ADS 10157. Am(AB) -2.51 and SP(B) -KO
 
V.
The visual binary is also a spectroscopic binary.
AD +/1'1224.-Variable of unknown type. A-0.1 mag. This
observation was obtained at JD 2,441,386.70.
HD 157056.-Variable type PC. A-0.(14 mag. Mean UY
magnitudes.
HD 138926.-Variable type RC. A-0.06 mag. Mean UV
magnitudes.
ND /60378L-Variable type AC. A-0.03 mag. Mean W
magnitudes.
HD 163306.-V441 Her. Variable type SRd with A-0.14 mag.
This observation was obtained at JD 2.440,682.31.
HD 164791.-Theo mapitudes include a contribution from
the H a region M8.
HD 165341.-ADS 11046. Am(AB)-1.79 and SP(B)-dK6.
The visual binary is also a spectroscopic binary.
HD 166014. - Variable type W. A - 0.09 mag. This observa.
tion was obtained at 1D 2,440.331.77.
ND 168021.-ADS 11240. Am(AB)-0.5, Om(AC)-0.58,
Am(AE)-4.2, and SP(C)-BO.
HD 168905.-IDS. Am(AB)-4.6.
ND 170580.-ADS 11399..Sm(AB)-4.60.
HD 173324.-SB2. AO+AO and Am-0.26.
HD 174107.-Nova Aquilae 1918. These observations were
obtained at JD 2,440,661.49 and JD 2.440,662.53. The photometry
has been corrected for the field star 813+0.4022.
ND 176031. -ADS 11871. Am(AB)-2.40.
HD 178911. -ADS 12101. Am(AB)-1.38.
ND 182989. -Variable type RRab. A -1.06 mag. These mall•
nitudes arc from observations obtained at JD 2,440,671187 (4..
0.985).
HD 186882.-ADS 12880. Am(AB)-3.52.
HD£ 226868. -The optical counterpart of Cygnus X - 1. A -
0.09 mag. These magnitudes are the mean of observations at JD
2,441,149.91 and JD 2.441,646.00. CaereeWU he" been made
for field stars brioter than m - ILS.
ND 192177.-ADS 135Sr Am(AQ-3.19, Am(AD)-1.19,
44 uMC) -BS V, and SP(D)-A2. ADS 1333 VG"Cyg, an FLA
variable with A -0.11 stag. Then obarvatioea was obtained at
JD 2,441,268. V695 C,g is also SB 2. K4 lb+ 94 V god Am-1.7
slat
D 192909/IQ-0 1 Cyg. Variable type FA with A-0.13
a&& Tbsn magnitudes repratot a mean of observations ob•
taieed on JD 2,140.718.08 and JD 2,14%760.83. wbea the early-
type component wan out of eclipse.
ND IMP. -Variable type SD with A-3
 °tall. Tbw
observations were obtained at JD 2,440.94119. JD 2440.941.36,
ID 2,441,261.43, and 1D 2,441,270.17.
ND /93322- ADS 13672. Am(AB)-236.
ND 193536-ADS 13932. Om(AC)-4.5.
ND 196171-IDS. Am(AS)-4.1.
NO i96662.-ADS 14099. Am(All)-1.3.
L116. 79.- Spectral type and photometry from Bell 1%2.
198183.-ADS 142%.
 Om(AB)-1.37.
ND 1900!1. -SB
 2. B3+93 and Am-0.34.
NO 100110. -ADS 14549. um(AB)-41.
HD 202214.-ADS 14749. Am(AB)-0.51 and Am(AC)-3.1.
ND 101172.-ADS 14969. Am(AB)-4.4.
ND 205637 -IDS. Am(AB)-4.1. Component A is a variable
of type yC. A -0.28 mag. This observation was obtained at JD
2,441,256.17.
HD 206267-ADS 15184. Am(AC)-2.46, Am(AD)-2.38,
and SP(C) - SP(D) - BO V.
ND 206697 -VariableVariable type UG with A-3.9  mag. These
magnitudes represent the mean of three observations obtained
during outburst at JD 2.441.669. SB 2. Corrections have been
made for field stars.
ND 207119. -IDS.
 An(AB)-3.11 and SP(B)-K5 V7.
ND 207737. -Variable type I And. A-3.4  mag. These
observations were obtained at JD 2.440.718.43.
HD 208816. -Variable type EA. A -0.81 mag. Thl observa-
tion was obtained at 1D 2.440.717.60. SB 2. Am-1.72.
ND 208903.---ADS 154"..1m(AB)-0.0.
ND 209339.-IDS. Am(All)-2.0.
ND 109481. - SB 2. 09.5 + 09.3 and A m - 0.48. This star is LZ
Cep, a variable of type Ell. A -0.10 mag. Tbis obwrvati-n was
obtained at ♦ -0.92.
HD 2/4419.-Variable type EB. A-0.49 mat. Thu observe-
tion was obtained at 0-0.86.
ND 217675 -Vanabie type yC. A -0.13 mall. The OAO 2
o6wrvauons were obtained at ID 2,440,942A, JD 2.440.942.34,
and JD 2,440,944.49,
ND 211831-ADS 16474.4m(AB)-2.77 and im(AC) -4.21.
HD 217906. -Variable type Lb with A-0.5  nag. This
observation was obtained at JD 2,440,388.25.
ND 222107-Vanable type SR with A-0.39 mall. Thus
observation was obtained at JD 2.440,416.86,
HD 223640.-ET Aqr. Venable type aCVn with A-0.05 mag.
This observation was obtained at 1D 2,441,347.78.
HD 114930-
 ADS 17175. Am(AC)-2.1.
' The 1550, 1430 and 1330 magnitudes are contaminated by the nearby star BD+6301788
and are unreliable for analysis (A. V. Holm 1982, private communication).
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SECTION 3 - TAPE CHARACTERISTICS
The information contained in Table 4 is sufficient for a user to read the
machine version of the catalog. Statistics for the entire catalog are given in
the table, but data which are easily varied from installation to installation,
ouch as blocksise (physical record length), blocking factor (number of logical
records per physical record), total number of blocks, tape density, and coding
(EBCDIC, ASCII, BCD, etc.) are not included: these parameters should always be
supplieA if secondary tape copies of the catalog are transmitted to other users
or installations.
NUMBER OF TRACU . . . . .	 . . . .	 . . .	 . . . .	 0	 9
NUMBER or !ICES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 	 1
LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH (BYTES) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 132
RECORD FORMAT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 	 rB
TOTAL NUMBER OF LOGICAL RECORDS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 531
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The Catalog of OAO 2 rilter photometry was received on magnetic taps from the
Space Astronomy Laboratory, University of Wisconsin, in August 1981. A format
description of the Wisconsin tape and a listing of the t.." conte •,ts were
received simultaneously. The following modifications were made to the catalog
format in order to save storage space and to make the records easier to
procesel
1. The Wisconsin tape contained two card images (160 bytes) per star.
Zlisination of unwed bytes and sequence numbers assigned to the original
observed objects, and merging of the card Images to a single logical
record per star resulted in the present 132-byte record length.
2. HD and SR numbers were left justified in the catalog as receivde_ They
were converted to right justified integers so that they can be read
properly with an integer format specification.
3. The spectral types field was expanded from 11 bytes to 13 bytes (to allow
for spacing and uniformity) and taqperature classes and subclasses always
occur in bytes 27 and 28-30, respectively. The Mt. Wilson and W (Walf-
Rayst) prefixes were moved so that they always occur in bytes 25-26 (the
Mt. Wilson luminosity types and other normally lower case characters have
been converted from upper to tower case). The spectral type for RD197949
(c Cyq), which in %0 - III, was changed from XO III to KO -III.
4. The RD number for V1357 Cyq (Cyg X-1) was changed from 2226869 to 226868 to
elimiaate the character from the MD field and to sake it uniform. Certain
Durchmnsterung numbers, which ware incomplete, were completed and made
uniform within the star name field.
S. One byte following each ultraviolet magnitude field was preserved and those
magnitudes having colons in Table 2 of Code, Zola and Bottemiller (1980)
were appended with colons in the machine-readable catalog.
The magnetic tape, which was received in 7-track, 800 bpi, BCD coded format,
was remade as a 9-track, character coded file.
We express our appreciation to M. R. Meads of the Spice Astronomy Laboratory,
University of Wisconsin, for supplying the original magnetic tape and format
description, and to A. V. Holes for reviewing this document.
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SECTION 5 - SAMPLE LISTING
The sample listing given on the following pages contains logical data records
exactly as they are recorded on the tape. Full sets of records for several
stars at the beginning and end of the data file are listed. The beginning of
each record and bytes with that record are indicated by the column heading
index across the top of each page (digits read vertically). Since each logical
record is longer than 115 bytes, the remainder of each record (bytes 116-132)
is printed in the following row.
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